Task description: Song Analysis

Choose one of popular Chinese Song and analyse the lyrics
On the exam day, you will be asked to present your findings

Things should be included:

Reason of you choice, main message of the song, deliverance and effectiveness, any interesting facts

To gain better results, you are encouraged to use A/V materials during presentation

*Maximum presentation time is Five minutes*

Marking Criteria:
You will be assessed on how well you:

- provide relevant information and ideas in relation to the issue
- create a clear structure of the speech to convey the information logically
- organise the speech in easy to follow pattern incorporating the presentational aids effectively
- use appropriate techniques of spoken language (eye contact, posture, movement, use of voice etc)
- outline your informative speech and list references cited on your speech
- examine the other student’s presentation skills critically

Assessment rules:
- Attend the day of the assessment
- See the Head Teacher with a medical certificate/note from parents, explaining your absence the day of the task, your first day back at school after your absence
- Follow exam procedures during the task